
 

Arm & Hand Styling Movements
Latin Finger Placement The fingers are a very expressive part of the body and help to create shape 

and angles. The thumb closes towards the bottom flesh part of the middle 
finger, with little finger flared out. There is a slight angle in the wrist (think 
about showing off your rings). Make fluid movements flowing through different 
shapes of the hand.

Basic Latin Position       Elbows should be lifted to the side with a slight 
tension. Forearms can then be rolled naturally in a 
circular motion towards the centre of the body. The 
right arm is rolled in an anti-clockwise direction and 
the left arm in a clockwise direction.

Circular arm raise Raise one or both arms to the side finishing with hand/s above your head 
crossed at the wrists

Diagonal One arm stretched high and the other arm low in opposite directions

Forward Parallel position Extend one or both arms forward in front of the body, finishing with the arms 
fully extended and slightly bent at the elbow

Haircomb action                                 The lowering of one or both arms, bending at the 
elbow using the hand to sweep the hair of the 
opposite side of the head. The arm continues to 
lower over the corresponding shoulder, finishing in 
basic Latin position

High V Both arms stretched upwards and outwards

Horizontal side position Open one or both arms to the side, finishing with the arms fully extended and 
slightly bent at the elbow



 

Low V Both arms stretched downwards and outwards

Opposition                           Arms extended in opposite directions to  
                                                            each other, forwards and backwards

Pendulum arm swings A pendulum movement of one or both arms from the shoulder in                                                                         
                                                              any direction

Side Haircomb Action                The lowering of one or both arms, bending at the 
elbow using the hand to sweep the hair of the 
opposite side of the head. The arm continues to 
extend to finish in horizontal side position. The 
opposite arm circles forwards and is placed across 
the middle of the rib cage before extending to finish 
in horizontal side position

Shoulder Rotation A rotation of the shoulders in a forwards or backwards motion

Shoulder shimmies A fast isolation movement of both shoulders forwards and backwards 
alternately

Vertical arm raise Raise one or both arms from the centre of your body upwards, finishing with 
ear to the inside of your elbow

Wrist Rotation The rotating of one or both hands from the wrist 


